Animals often communicate in suboptimal conditions. Sometimes the intended receivers are engaged in other activities at a distance from the signaller. Often other animals produce irrelevant signals overlapping those of the signaller. Animals that breed in dense aggregations, such as orthopterans and anurans, often encounter these problems in acoustic communication. In addition to the problem of overlap of signals of nearby males, any one signal often attenuates to match levels of background sounds within a few metres of the source. Despite this, many experimental studies of acoustic communication have intentionally minimized background sound. While these studies document the capabilities for communication in ideal conditions, they leave open the question of performance in natural conditions. Many studies of anurans have shown that overlapping calls are less attractive to females than nonoverlapping calls (Schwartz & Wells 1983a , 1984 Wells & Schwartz 1984) , especially if overlap obscures fine temporal properties of the call (Schwartz 1987) . Thus, it is not surprising that males generally avoid overlap with neighbouring males (Schwartz & Wells 1983a , b, 1984 Narins & Zelick 1988; Narins 1992a, b; Schwartz 1993 Schwartz , 1994 Greenfield 1994; Grafe 1996) . This avoidance of overlap reduces interference between signals of nearby males. Even when overlap is avoided, however, the problem of the nearly continual background sound produced by the chorus remains (Wiley 1994).
Gerhardt & Klump (1988) studied the effects of background sound in green treefrogs, Hyla cinerea. They showed that a female could detect a single male's calls mixed with the sounds of a chorus when the intensity of the calls was equal to that of the chorus noise. Sound spreads spherically from a calling male (Gerhardt 1975) , therefore sound from a signalling frog attenuates 6 dB with each doubling of distance. By combining information about call detection in noise with information about the sound pressure levels (SPLs) of a calling frog at 1 m and typical chorus noise, Gerhardt & Klump (1988) estimated that a female could hear only the nearest three to five males in a chorus as distinct signals.
Females are able to use the spatial distribution of calls to improve detection. Female H. cinerea can detect the presence of a conspecific call in broadband background noise when the speaker broadcasting the call is spatially separated from the source of the background noise but not when the call is broadcast adjacent to the speakers broadcasting background noise (Schwartz & Gerhardt 1989) . In many natural choruses, calls of individual males are not spatially separated from background sounds.
In Gerhardt & Klump's (1988) study, most of the background sound consisted of other H. cinerea and thus included frequencies more or less matching the call.
